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“Moral Cheerfulness” 

Reading and sermon preached by Reverend Carolyn Patierno 

January 4, 2015 

 

From: It Runs in the Family:  On Being Raised by Radicals and Growing Into 

Rebellious Motherhood  by Frida Berrigan 

 

The great American poet Wendell Berry calls us to “be joyful though you have 

considered all the facts.”  That seems to sum up my parents – unlike so many 

conscientious people, they were not burdened or haunted by the ills of the 

world.  My dad was joyful.  My mom still is; in spite of everything they knew and 

experienced.  Why?  Because they saw themselves as part of the dynamic that 

is trying to change the world.  With that belief – and lived experience – they 

endowed us with a moral cheerfulness that is both sustaining and infectious.   

What does that look like in practice?  Potluck dinners, composting, knowing our 

neighbors, belonging to the community garden and the food co-op, looking 

after other people’s children, joyfully embracing chores and family work, 

pitching in with food and time when a neighbor is in need, advocating for 

peace and justice, being enthusiastic members of our local Unitarian Universalist 

church, greeting people by name, cultivating curiosity in our children, having 

time for each other and for others, sharing what we have, and so much more. 

 

 

First sermon of the New Year.  A sermon that needs all the hope of a New Year’s 

resolution without the accompanying fear of failure.  “Failure is impossible” said 

Susan B. Anthony.  So hold on to that promise for the next few minutes … or for a 

year.   

My friend Gail fell in with some peace activists way back when we were young 

women trying to find our way while at the same time contribute to the world’s 

well-being.   Every time she returns home – we live across the hall from each 

other – I notice that she’s down in the dumps.  What’s going on with the new 

friends? I inquire.  “They’re so intense!” she says.     

Week after week, she tells me story after story.  Finally we realize.  They’re not so 

much intense as they are so much a drag.  What the heck? 

Emma Goldman’s memoirs sit on the bookshelf and whisper the radical’s 

wisdom.  Gail and I long to dance at the revolution.  Years later a wise woman 

looks at Gail and whispers, “It’s okay to be ecstatic.”  She is, after all, a lover of 

life.   
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And lovers of life are the most effective changers of the world.  You lose your 

love of life, what are you marching for?  You lose your love of life and you’re just 

another grouch for justice.   

I know.  We are told otherwise.  We are told that if we’re not angry, we’re not 

paying attention.  I know that you’re paying attention.  In fact, strike up the 

band, Friends.  Take a moment and see the long parade of current injustices 

move through your mind’s eye.   

You’re paying attention and likely you are angry.  But we must resolve to use 

anger effectively.   Thoughtfully pull anger out of our pockets when it will do the 

world the most good.  And our anger does the world the most good when it is 

generously tempered with our joy.   

Here’s a slight re-cast of Psalm 100 for you:   

Make a joyful noise to the Spirit of Life, all the earth! 

Serve with gladness 

Come into the Mystery’s presence with singing! 

 

This wisdom is ancient and still there for the taking.  Serve with gladness! 

Let’s go back to the grandstand for a moment, to that Injustice Parade.  Those 

who are socially and religiously liberal have a hard road ahead with the election 

of a far more conservative Congress.  Leaders of causes of great import:  

immigration, peace, racial equality, gender equality, marriage equality, the 

environment, health care, reproductive health care, gun control, LGBTQ lives, 

eradicating poverty – I’m sure I’ve missed something important - are sounding 

the warning bell:  we must be prepared to organize to simply hold ground let 

alone to hope for progress.   

There is a great deal at stake, so we can’t allow ourselves to be discouraged.  

Hopeless.  Overwhelmed.  Apathetic.  These are against our religion.   

You are joyfully called to worship. 

Go in peace.  Return again with great joy. 

Joy is taken very seriously around here.  For, we are in the business of keeping 

hope alive.  Hope for our own lives and hope for the world we love.  A robust 

hope capable of standing before injustice with joy.   

And so it was when Frida Berrigan was growing up at Jonah House, an 

intentional Christian community in Baltimore, MD.   

It was while reading Frida’s new book, It Runs in the Family: On Being Raised By 

Radicals and Growing Into Rebellious Motherhood, that I learned the phrase, 
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“moral cheerfulness”.  In spite of everything, her parents, activists Liz McAlistar 

and Phillip Berrigan, held on to joy …. to what Frida names as “moral 

cheerfulness”.  We may ask why? Frida explains:  “Because they saw themselves 

as part of the dynamic that is trying to change the world.” 

That’s what it took.  That’s all.  There’s no great mystery here.  No deep, 

existential, philosophical, brain busting tome to consider.  At the start of this New 

Year, see yourself as part of the dynamic that is trying to change the world.  Or, 

in other words, “Be the change …” said Gandhi.  Beatific face at the spinning 

wheel glowing with good will and moral cheerfulness.   

Come to know yourself as part of the dynamic that’s trying to change the world.   

Does that sound complicated to you?  Let’s distill it down to the basics. Actually, 

let’s have Frida bring it down for us.   

What does it look like to be a cheerfully moral person experiencing life as part of 

the dynamic that seeks to change the world?   This is how Frida and her family 

does it: 

Potluck dinners, composting, knowing [her] neighbors, belonging to the 

community garden and the food co-op, looking after other people’s children, 

joyfully embracing chores and family work, pitching in with food and time when 

a neighbor is in need, advocating for peace and justice, being enthusiastic 

members of [this] local Unitarian Universalist church, greeting people by name 

… 

This is what it means to be the change.  To be morally cheerful.  To be part of the 

dynamic.  It means you show up.  Show up for others.  Show up for justice.  Show 

up for your own life.   

You are “joyful though you have considered all the facts.”  (Wendell Berry) 

And now a word from the Pope.  

An aside:  What a joy to be able to speak those words from this pulpit.  Pope 

Francis is enough to give me hope to last the whole year through.  And I’m not 

the only Soul in the room who feels this way, apparently.  Judy Behan posted the 

pontiff’s suggested New Year’s resolutions.  Karen Mangiacotti posted late-

breaking, ground-breaking news from the Vatican.   And Nancy Parent posted 

the Pope’s “10 Tips for a Happier Life” and that’s what I’d like to share with you 

this morning.  (Abbreviated.  The full text will be included in the sermon’s 

manuscript.)  
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The Pope’s 10 Tips for a Happier Life 

 
1. “Live and let live.” Everyone should be guided by this principle, he said, 

which has a similar expression in Rome with the saying, “Move forward 

and let others do the same.” 

 

2. “Be giving of yourself to others.” People need to be open and generous 

toward others, he said, because “if you withdraw into yourself, you run the 

risk of becoming egocentric. And stagnant water becomes putrid.” 

 

3. “Proceed calmly” in life. The pope, who used to teach high school 

literature, used an image from an Argentine novel by Ricardo Guiraldes, in 

which the protagonist — gaucho Don Segundo Sombra — looks back on 

how he lived his life. 

 

4. [Cultivate] A healthy sense of leisure. The Pope said “consumerism has 

brought us anxiety”, and told parents to set aside time to play with their children 

and turn off the TV when they sit down to eat. 

 

5. Sundays should be holidays. Workers should have Sundays off because 

“Sunday is for family,” he said. 

 

6. Find innovative ways to create dignified jobs for young people. “We need to 

be creative with young people. If they have no opportunities they will get into 

drugs” and be more vulnerable to suicide, he said. 

 

7. Respect and take care of nature. Environmental degradation “is one of the 

biggest challenges we have,” he said. “I think a question that we’re not asking 

ourselves is: ‘Isn’t humanity committing suicide with this indiscriminate and 

tyrannical use of nature?’” 

 

8. Stop being negative. “Needing to talk badly about others indicates low self-

esteem. That means, ‘I feel so low that instead of picking myself up I have to cut 

others down,’” the Pope said. “Letting go of negative things quickly is healthy.” 

 

9. Don’t proselytize; respect others’ beliefs. “We can inspire others through 

witness so that one grows together in communicating. But the worst thing of all is 

religious proselytism, which paralyzes: ‘I am talking with you in order to persuade 

you,’ No. Each person dialogues, starting with his and her own identity. The 

church grows by attraction, not proselytizing,” the Pope said. 
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10. Work for peace. “We are living in a time of many wars,” he said, and “the 

call for peace must be shouted. Peace sometimes gives the impression of being 

quiet, but it is never quiet, peace is always proactive” and dynamic. 

 

Peace is never quiet, peace is always proactive.  … and dynamic 

Again, these are simple precepts.  A good way to begin a new year, one that 

promises to be challenging to lovers of life, lovers of peace and lovers of 

change. 

Because there will be change this year, as change comes every year, you can 

count on it.  But also be assured that …  

… in this new year 

love will be strong 

growing and growing 

all the days long. 

There will be goodness 

there will be grace 

there will be light in every dark place. 

The sky will still be there 

the stars will still shine 

birds will fly over us 

church bells will chime.    (Cynthia Rylant) 

 

Be of good cheer, Friends.  For we have light to shine and work to do.  Peace 

and justice are created only with our dynamic and joyful witness.   

 

In this New Year, be joyful though you have considered all the facts.  

Failure is impossible.   

Amen.   


